Accelerating your team at the
TEMPLE of Vroom…
Phil Ricci, Practice Architect - Teksystems
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Presentor
➢ Phil Ricci, BA, MA (CSM,
CSP, SPC4, PMI-ACP)
➢ Practice Architect
➢ Agile Coach
➢ Scrum Master
➢ Technical Trainer
➢ Technical Marketing
Engineer
➢ Software developer
➢ Counselor
➢ Photographer (maybe)
➢ Today king of the mixed
metaphor (Temple of
Doom and dragsters)

Why do we care

These frameworks all create
large, complex products
with thousands of people
But

They are powered by
agile teams

A very quick exercise

At your tables:
Come up with a solid definition of a team
Nominate one person to speak for your group

You have 5 minutes

5
minutes

What is a team
Merriam Webster:
a number of persons associated
together in work or activity: such as
a :a group on one side (as in football
or a debate)
b :crew, gang
Cambridge Dictionary:
› a number of people who act together
as a group, either in a sport or in order
to achieve something:
a baseball/basketball/football team
the legal/medical team
My favorite team is the New York Giants.

Business Dictionary:
A group of people with a full set of complementary
skills required to complete a task, job, or project.
Team members (1) operate with a high degree of
interdependence, (2) share authority and
responsibility for self-management, (3) are
accountable for the collective performance, and (4)
work toward a common goal and shared rewards(s).
A team becomes more than just a collection of
people when a strong sense of mutual commitment
creates synergy, thus generating performance greater
than the sum of the performance of its individual
members.

Wikipedia:
A team is a group of people linked in a common purpose. Human teams are
especially appropriate for conducting tasks that are high in complexity and have
many interdependent subtasks. --A team becomes more than just a collection of people when a strong sense of
mutual commitment creates synergy, thus generating performance greater than
the sum of the performance of its individual members.

What is a team player
➢ Develop and display competence in your area and grow
knowledgeable of other areas on your team
➢ Follow through on your commitments
➢ Deliver required results
➢ Ensure that your actions are consistent with your words
➢ Stand behind the team and its people
➢ Be enjoyable to work with
➢ Be deeply passionate about your work and those whom you serve
➢ Communicate and keep everyone informed
➢ Help the other members of the team
➢ Share ideas, information and credit
➢ Be fully accountable
What else?

Then what
•
•
•
•

Team members are complex
We need to see with good eyes and hear with good ears
Gather what other data we can
Push the process
– The faster the team moves into high performance , the better
their delivery and the better the team feels

“A day lost at the beginning of
a project is as valuable as a day
lost at the end” – John Von
Neumann

Can we measure team “playerness”
•
•
•
•
•

Self scoring
Minimal question set
Four “style” output
Guidance for individual
Guidance for teams
“In God we trust, for
everything else, show me
data” - Deming

Both surveys to be
completed by team
members prior to
team workshop

Parker’s effective team player
Challenger

Contributor

A question-oriented person
who is willing to disagree with
other team members and ask
tough questions about what
the team is doing

A task-oriented person who
helps the team focus on
the short-term objective and
provides data and expertise
for problem solving

Opportunities to raise questions
Candid discussion of issues
Reasonable risk taking
High ethical standards
Honest reporting of results

Communicator
A process-oriented person
who helps establish a positive
interpersonal climate on the
team

Relaxed, informal atmosphere
Concern for group dynamics
Opportunities for participation
Members to know each other
Recognition and celebrations

Team
Player
Balance
Roles

Mix of all four styles
help make a team more
effective

Data and other forms of information
High quality standards
Timetables, lists of deliverables
Short term objectives
Systematic approach

Collaborator
A goal-oriented person who
pushes the team to have
a vision, to get going, and
then pitches in to get
it all done
The big picture, the context
Mission and long-term goals
Everyone to pitch in
Everyone sharing the limelight
Maintain focus on goals

Parker’s view of effective Team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear purpose
Informality
Participation
Listening
Civilized disagreement
Consensus decision
Open communication
Clear roles and work assignments
Shared leadership
External relations
Style Diversity
Self-assessment

Parker’s ineffective team player

Looses patience with
team members

Uses strengths to
excess

Ouch!

How can we tell the difference
Use your Eyes and Ears watch and listen
carefully to the team as members work
together
Have all team members take the Parker Team
Player Survey to understand themselves
within teams and also the Team Player
Survey – Styles of another person to share
data with other team members
Put together “team view for each person”
Review the results with the team
Build a “Parker” picture of the team
Then comes the hard work:
What do we do?
Team driven (though facilitated of course)

Note: This will require
not only work with the
team but also potentially
with individuals

Parker team sample
Effective teams
include all for styles
Name/Style

Contributor

Collaborator

Communicator

Ben

50

42

49

39

Emily

48

40

48

44

Vince

49

43

42

46

Jan

59

46

30

45

Lynn

49

42

46

43

Michael

44

55

36

45

Circle indicate high score(s)

Challenger

Sample team player survey results
Contributor

Self
Others
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Mean
Range

Collaborator

Communicator

Challenger

51

54

23

52

42
48
50
47
54
47
44
38
47.4
38–54

52
46
52
47
49
45
48
54
48.4
45–54

29
23
21
27
26
24
24
41
24.9
21–41

57
63
57
59
51
64
64
47
59.3
47–64

Analyze your team scores
Positive things about
yourself you were
not aware of. These
kinds of strengths
should show up in
your plan

Things you knew
about yourself and
have been told
about in the past

Surprise
Yes

Negative things you
already knew about
your behavior.
These reflect
negative team
behavior and should
be addressed in
your plan

Bad

News

Good

No

These are the big
negatives, things
others find
counterproductive.
You do these things
without realizing
they work against
team effectiveness.
Your plan should
identify and address
these behaviors

Team behavior is a multi-leveled
phenomena
• Team behavior is a mix
of who we are and
what we do together
• Helping people
explore their behavior
is on part of the puzzle
• The next part is what
we work on together
• Getting to the High
performance level
Time to go to the
TEMPLE

Theories
Resources
Materials
Deadlines
Hierarchy

Objective Information
Rules and norms
Proceedings
Tasks
Fear
Shame

Joy
Sadness

Insecurity

Affection
Love

Anxiety

Empathy

Mistrust

Aspirations

Rejection

Status

Antipathy

Ambition
Needs
Values

Dislikes
Hidden agendas
Tough subjects

What makes a high performing team
➢ Group that meets all the conditions of real teams
and has members who are also deeply committed
to one another's personal growth and success.
➢ That commitment usually transcends the team.
➢ The high performance team significantly
outperforms all other like teams, and
outperforms all reasonable expectations given its
membership.
➢ It is a powerful possibility and an excellent model
for all real and potential teams.

Team Experience exercise
• Consider a team that you are on now or have been
part of in the past that you consider to be high
performing team:
–
–
–
–

What makes (made) it work well?
How could it be (or have been) improved?
What’s your role in the improvement potential?
How can you help the team be more effective and
productive?
• Share with colleagues at your table
5
minutes

Time to go to the TEMPLE

No Whip
needed!

The model
Trust
Expertise

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

Caveats
• We come to our positions with a variety of
skill levels in a variety of areas
• Facilitating is a skill we all possess to one
extent or another
• “…to thyne own self be true”
What I am asking here is that
we proceed ONLY if we can do
so while providing for team
psychology safety

Psychological safety is a belief
that one will not be punished or
humiliated for speaking up with
ideas, questions, concerns or
mistakes.

All is not lost if you cannot
assure the psychological safety
of the team. Search for a
talented facilitator who can

Trust
Trust
Expertise
Motivation

Principles
Listen
Empowerment

How do we do this
• It starts with us
– Be the example we want others to follow
• Transparent
• Honest
• Open

• Encourage openness
– Talk openly about safe supportive environment

• Be courageous
– Confront (and support others) issues belaying mistrust

• Manage expectations
– Failing to deliver often promotes a breakdown of trust

Consider the Blanchard Model
Able (demonstrate Competence)
1. Expertise
2. Performance results
3. Facilitation skills

Believable (Act with integrity)
4. Honesty
5. Values
6. Fair process

Connected (Care about others)
7. People focus
8. Communications
9. Recognition

Dependable (Maintain reliability)
10. Responsiveness
11. Accountability
12. Organization

Is educated
Has experience, demonstrates task knowledge and skills
Sets goals that are specific and measurable
Achieves goals on time with high quality
Has strong decision making skills
Is able to teach others effective team skills
Tells the truth
Admits mistakes
Defines and shared values
Is consistent in words and deeds
Acts ethically and legally
Keeps confidences, avoids gossip
Enjoys people, shows interest in team members
Resects individual differences
Builds rapport
Share information about her/him self
Seeks input with an openness to be influences
Values others contribution
Consistently follows through with commitments
Keeps promises, is reliable
Does what they say they are going to do
Holds self and others accountable
Makes timely decisions

Actions…
• Activities like those below are easy to find:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Two Truths and a lie
Coin logo
Life highlights game
Running Free
Willow in the wind
Eye contact
Blind crossing

• These require solid facilitation skills, if you are not completely confident
you possess those skills ask someone else to facilitate for you. A benefit of
doing this is that you then get to participate with the team.
• Keep in mind these are not quick five minute exercises and it should fit in
context with what is happening with teams

Expertise
Trust
Expertise

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

Excellence on a variety of scales
Technical
Management
Communication
Empathy
Problem Solving
Influence
Conflict Management

Cross functional teams require varied
expertise
• Provide exceptional training opportunities
• Provide opportunities for team members to
share their expertise with others
• Provide visualization of other centers of
excellence within your environment
• Provide a platform for your high performers
• Develop a Community of Practice supporting
your agile practice
– If the population is high enough…

Actions…
• Listen – Everyone wants to have a voice and be
heard
• Growth potential via access to new technology
• Innovation – the ability to try something new
• Recognition
• Learn together
• Being surrounded by talented people (and being
one!)
“A group becomes a team when each
• Respect
member is sure enough of her/his self
and their contributions to praise the
skills of others”, Norman Shidle

Motivation
Trust
Expertise

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

• For teams to perform at a high level, the gap
between ability and willingness must be filled

• That gap is Motivation

Actions…
• Listen – Everyone wants to have a voice and be
heard
• Growth potential via access to new technology
• Recognize the work they do and get customers
involved in that recognition
• Play together as much as possible
• Help people see the value of what they are doing
• Connect the team with their customers

Principles
Trust
Expertise

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

“I look for three things in hiring people.
The first is personal integrity,
he second is intelligence,
and the third is high energy level.
But if you don’t have the first,
the other two will kill you.”
-Warren Buffet, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway

Principled behavior
• Is ethical behavior a top priority—and nonnegotiable commitment—on your team?
• Do your team members trust one another?
• Do you have processes and systems for
instilling ethical behavior such as recruiting
screens, reward and punishment systems, and
confidential reporting channels?
• Can you discuss ethical dilemmas with your
colleagues?
BTW, remember the Trust area: How is this NOT related

Actions…
• Model principled behavior
• Talk about the issue
–
–
–
–
–
–

Respectfulness
Responsibility
Caring
Honesty
Fairness
Good citizenship

• When the team talks about the above issues, capture
the result, write them down, post them conspicuously
• Be willing to call out unprincipled actions (privately)

Listening
Trust
Expertise

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

Did you understand what I meant to
say

Team members come to use with
various communication capabilities
Listening. Being a good listener is one of the best ways to be a good
communicator
Nonverbal Communication. Your body language, eye contact, hand
gestures, and tone all color the message you are trying to convey
Clarity and Concision
Friendliness
Confidence
Empathy
Open-Mindedness
Respect

Our job: to help increase these skills to
team members can share, contribute,
deal effectively with conflict, etc.

Actions…
•
•
•
•
•

Group story telling
Stop listening exercise
Active listening exercise
Non verbal exercise (no audio TV)
Open discussion
– Discuss barriers to communication
– Discuss communication methods
“You don’t get harmony when
everyone sings the same note”, Doug
Floyd

Empowerment
Trust
Excellence

Motivation
Principles
Listening

Empowerment

What is empowerment
➢ Responsibility and Ownership.
➢ Working independently towards common
objectives.
➢ Understanding “Why?” so that guidelines
can be applied.
➢ Weighing the impact of decisions on all
affected stakeholders.
➢ Making more trade -offs, not less.
➢ An earned privilege. It is not a
given right!!
Authority + autonomy = Empowerment

To feel empowered we require
➢ Clarity – I am clear about what needs to be
accomplished (intent), and why it’s important (value)
➢ Ability – I have the knowledge and skills to do it, even if
I don’t have specific experience.
➢ Agency - I have the authority to make decisions about
how I do it.
➢ Safety – I feel safe to do it. To make decisions and act;
with no fear of what happens if I fail
➢ Belief – I believe I can do it. I have self-confidence
➢ Interest – I am interested in doing it.

Empowerment
Empowerment required outside
(management( support)
But also requires acceptance of
being empowered

Empowered teams act on their own
with enthusiasm

Ultimately, team members will have
the final authority and
responsibility to effectively
implement goals.

Actions
➢ Model empowerment for the team
➢ Give permission to fail (and model this as well)
➢ Make learning important, push people into educational
opportunities
➢ Set reasonable boundaries and test them
➢ Challenge self imposed boundaries, help people
overcome them
➢ Expect (in fact, demand) honesty
➢ Don’t solve the teams problems for them, but help
them
➢ Challenge people to step out of their comfort zones
➢ Celebrate examples of empowerment

In Summary…
If we put smart people together,
most of the time they will
develop into functional team and
sometimes, with luck, they will
be a high performing team

So, we can wait for it to happen…
OR

We can push thoughtfully and
respectfully

It really isn’t rocket science, but
something we can do. It takes
caring and effort

And, remember the TEMPLE
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